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As we celebrate the past 50 years we plan for the next 50! For 

De La Salle to continue a tradition of excellence for the next 50

years, it must make financial investments in facilities in service to

our students. In 2065, De La Salle must be stronger and better than

it is today. How will we address this? We will do so by focusing on

Academics, Access, Arts and Athletics – commonly known as the 

4 A’s. As a school, we are in a position of strength to plan for our 

future proactively rather than reactively which is often the case in

the world of education.

De La Salle is planning for a transformational change because we

have been blessed with a transformative gift of $25,000,000 from

Jean and Kenneth H. Hofmann. They asked us to dream big and we

have. The Hofmanns are visionary individuals who believe in our

Mission and this unprecedented gift will allow us to enhance our 

facilities to match the quality of our faculty and students. It will also

provide financial aid for many families who desire a Catholic,

Lasallian education for their sons but are not able to afford it. The

Hofmanns know how De La Salle High School carries out the

Lasallian Mission of touching hearts and developing minds. 

ENTER to Learn...

...LEAVE to Serve.
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We are thrilled that they have invested in our future, and as we approach our 50th anniversary 

in 2015, we are grateful for a gift that will benefit our students for generations to come. Our hope is

that you too will take the lead from the Hofmanns and make your own transformational gift to the school.

De La Salle is also grateful to have the blessing of our Bishop, Michael C. Barber, S. J. for this campaign. His willingness to serve as our Honorary

Co-Chair alongside Mr. and Mrs. Hofmann, demonstrates his encouragement in this endeavor which will provide a comprehensive and accessible

Catholic education in the Lasallian tradition. 

In our Lasallian heritage, our students learn much more than academic subjects; they develop the ability to think and act independently as members

of a larger society within a context of Christian values. This is where Academics, Access, Arts and Athletics work together in fulfillment of our hopes

for the young men we serve. It is in this context that they become part of a heritage that declares, Enter to Learn, Leave to Serve. De La Salle High

School prepares its' graduates to be leaders in our society – to take what they have been taught and make this world a better place.

In the coming months, you will be asked to support this effort. We invite you to consider these significant questions:

•   What has De La Salle meant to my family and me?

•   What will it mean to future generations of young men who will pass through its doors?

•  Is there a more important gift I can make to the world, than one that shapes a moral, compassionate and well educated young man who will    

be a future leader?

We ask you to join us in this ambitious effort, and thank you in advance for your enduring commitment to this most important work.
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Mark DeMarco ’78

President

Brother Robert J. Wickman, FSC
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Rising to the Challenge
What do we need? Why do we need it? Why now?

The concise answers to these questions are simple: First, we need

to take care of our boys; Second, we need to do this because our

young men are our most important treasures and they must have,

and deserve, the best that a Catholic, Lasallian education can 

provide; Third, we could say:  why not now? or: why wait? 

However, we will simply say: we don’t want and can’t afford to be 

sideline observers of a dynamic new day in 21st century education

that promises to develop a generation of leaders fully engaged with

unprecedented change and fully trained to be contributors to a truly

global village. 
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$7 Million

$20.5 Million

$15 Million

$7.5 Million

$5 Million

ACADEMICS
Build a STREAM Innovation Center (Science, Technology, Robotics, Engineering, Arts and 

Mathematics) to provide exceptional and integrated educational facilities that the students need and deserve

ARTS
Create a Performing Arts Center through the renovation and expansion of the current theater so that

the arts may more effectively serve growing student interest and join the School’s well established 

athletic and academic programs in a shared pursuit of excellence

ATHLETICS
Build an Athletic Performance Center that includes a new competition gymnasium to relieve space

and scheduling constraints

Establish a $1.5 million endowment for maintaining these new buildings and project

an additional cost of $3.5 million to renovate existing buildings on campus
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The goal of the 50th Anniversary Campaign is to raise $55 million in philanthropic support to:

ACCESS
Ensure access for all qualified students, especially the working and middle-class, by significantly 

increasing our financial aid endowment
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STREAM Innovation Center
(Science, Technology, Robotics, Engineering, Arts, Mathematics)

No longer your father’s or mother’s science curriculum, the

STREAM Innovation Center will help students prepare for a

global job market that will look very different 10, 20, and 30 years

from now. In our new STREAM Innovation Center, the well-estab-

lished mathematical and scientific formulas and concepts we

learned as teenagers will team with an artistic focus that seeks to

join journeys with numbers and empirical data to a commitment to

beauty, design, problem-solving, and just plain wonder about the

world around us and in us.

The De La Salle STREAM Innovation Center will…

•   Expand teaching and learning opportunities

•   Allow expansion of the Robotics course offerings

•   Provide integrated laboratories and classrooms

•   Foster true-teacher student collaboration

•   Build state-of-the-art laboratories

•   Improve integration of technology

•   Incorporate “green” design and construction

•   Create a competitive critical-thinking environment 

and provide more science electives

ACADEMICS



Ensuring Access with a Robust Endowment

De La Salle understands that the unlocking of a student’s potential

should not be tied to his ability to pay for a high quality education.

De La Salle hopes to ensure proportionate accessibility for a 

diverse student body by growing funds for the Financial Aid 

Endowment. Its success in raising the size of the endowment 

substantially heightens De La Salle’s ability to answer the growing

need for financial aid from families in the increasingly squeezed

middle class as well as low-income families living at poverty level.

Over 30% annually of De La Salle’s student population receives

some form of tuition assistance based upon need. De La Salle is

charged to do more. Recognizing the tremendous potential but

modest means of so many of its students, the School believes in

these young men and in doing everything possible to provide them

the financial support they need.

ACCESS



Bellarmine College Prep

School Endowment Enrollment

$57.4 million 1,637

St. Ignatius College Prep $45 million 1,460

Loyola, Los Angeles $42 million 1,271

Jesuit, Sacramento $9.4 million 1,040

Christian Brothers, Sacramento $8.4 million 1,026

De La Salle High School $5.6 million 1050

By increasing the endowment by an additional $15 million,

De La Salle expects to more effectively manage financial aid

resources in support of students in need. This allocation of

new resources will allow the school to:

1) stabilize anticipated tuition increases year-over-year; and

2) re-allocate tuition resources currently dedicated to financial

assistance in support of varied operational programs and 

improvements benefitting all students.

The De La Salle experience has changed the lives of young

men and it is vital that access to the School's challenging 

academic program and co-curricular opportunities is provided

for all qualified students, especially low income families and

the middle class. These young men are grateful for the 

opportunty they have been given; to be a part of our 

community, to receive a De La Salle education, and to prepare

for the next steps in their lives.

De La Salle’s endowment resources are well below the levels

of those high schools to which it is compared:

ACCESS
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Athletic Performance Center

Performing Arts Center

Innovation Center



Performing Arts Center

De La Salle’s performing arts programs have been highly regarded for decades

serving not only our students, but also serving as a vital resource for Carondelet

High School students. The program has flourished thanks to an exceptional faculty

and engaged alumni population so much that 40 percent of the student body 

participates in various performing arts programs. Unfortunately, the original theater,

built as an auditorium in 1965, needs comprehensive renovations and seismic 

retrofitting. Once transformed, the new multi-purpose Performing Arts Center will

allow for a multitude of uses from classroom and academic purposes, to 

performances, meetings and liturgical worship. Preliminary plans include a new

lobby, a new raised roof, upgrades to lighting, sound and acoustics, increased stage

size, fly and wing space, storage areas for costumes and sets, ADA access, fire

sprinklers and more.

The Performing Arts Center will…

•   Broaden the arts curriculum

•   Provide an enhanced gathering space

•   Address safety concerns

•   Draw more students to the arts

•   Provide a dedicated set-building space and storage for costumes and sets

•   Add dressing rooms, a control booth, a lighting grid and an orchestra pit
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Athletic Performance Center

The addition of a new Athletic Performance Center, along with a new 

competition gym, will provide larger, and therefore more safely 

managed space for weight training and management, and 

cardio-vascular conditioning, at a time when higher numbers of students

are seeking such opportunities related to athletic team work (in and out

of season) and/or personal fitness goals.

The Athletic Performance Center will…

•   Provide additional space for team practices, and curtail the 

need for early morning practices that begin at 6:00 a.m. and  

many evening practices that extend until 9:00 p.m., and thus  

allowing more study time.

•   Expand the current weight room, whose limited size has 

become a significant safety issue. More than 700 students use 

the weight room each year, yet it was originally designed to 

support just 400 students.

•   Provide a large flex space: additional space for team practices, 

non-athletics activities

•   Increase indoor practice space

•   Assembly and meeting space for 1,200 people

•   Provide ample space for basketball, volleyball and 

wrestling programs

ATHLETICS
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How You Can Help

Few Catholic high schools have the ability, courage, tenacity and vision to attempt to raise as much as $55 million in a single campaign, let alone a

school that is only 50 years old. De La Salle does! Through three to five year pledges and a variety of recognition opportunities, all members of the

De La Salle community will have the opportunity to contribute to the school in a meaningful way.

Success will require extraordinary support from the entire De La Salle family, including, alumni parents, current parents, alumni, grandparents, as

well as friends, foundations and corporations who believe in young Spartans of today and tomorrow. Please consider making a transformative gift

over a three to five year period, structuring your gift in ways most advantageous for your own financial planning.

Our advancement staff can work with you or your advisor to identify the gift most appropriate to your philanthropic and financial goals. 

Please contact Chief Advancement Officer, Heather Pastorini, at (925) 288-8106 to discuss how you can best participate in this once in a 

lifetime opportunity. 

Mr. Hofmann’s gift is a wonderful leading investment in our efforts to enhance Academics, Access, Arts and Athletics for our students. 

It is up to all of us to finish strong and ensure De La Salle’s strength for another 50 years.
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You may make a current gift to De La

Salle High School and fund it with cash,

securities, life insurance policies given

outright, real estate or other assets. Gifts

of appreciated securities are often partic-

ularly beneficial to the donor from a tax

perspective.

You may pledge an amount to the

Campaign and arrange to fulfill it in

installments over three to five years.

You may name De La Salle as a

beneficiary in your will or trust. 

Pledges Estate GiftsCurrent Gift



“Without you, I would not be

the man I am today.”
“I have learned what 

Brotherhood is truly about.”

“I cannot wait to be a success in my own life so that 

I can help someone else the way you have helped me.”

“The past four years have been

the best experience of my life.”
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The words of Saint John Baptist de La Salle are still true: 

"The need of this Institute

is still very great"
The young, the poor, the world and the Church still need the ministry of the Brothers. 

(Rule, Article 141).  
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